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Word Flower
Write each high-frequency word from the box on 
one of the flower petals.

after any beautiful behind

again bath because both
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Unscramble these words.

Finish each sentence with a word from the box.

1. We don’t have                milk left for breakfast 
this morning.

2. I am hiding                    the couch.

3. We’re going to the beach today                    it is 
warm and sunny.

4.              soccer 
practice.

Write your own sentence for each of these words.

hbta   naiga  

1. beautiful  
 

2. both  
 

bath

any

behind

because

after

again
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Unscramble these words.

Finish each sentence with a word from the box.

1. There are                          kangaroos in the paddock 
next door.

2. My mum likes to                          the vegetable garden 
every morning.

3. I                          like to buy a hamburger. 

4. I am                          that this is where I left it. 

Write your own sentence for each of these words.

ugrsa   lhweo  

1. told  
 

2. who  
 

sugar

wild

water

would

sure

whole

Word Wall
Write each high-frequency word on the brick wall.

break child Christmas climb

busy children class clothes
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Unscramble these words.

Finish each sentence with a word from the box.

1. We are going to visit our grandparents on 
                            day. 

2. I will                    to the top of the tree.

3. The                           were all playing outside together. 

4. The supermarket is very                    today.

Write your own sentence for each of these words.  

hcleots   kreba  

1. child  
 

2. class  
 

clothes break

Christmas

climb

children 

busy

Word Wall
Write each high-frequency word on the brick wall.

sugar told who wild

sure water whole would
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Unscramble these words.

Finish each sentence with a word from the box.

1. There are thousands of                          in the crowd.

2. Scientists can                          that dinosaurs lived 
66 million years ago. 

3. That                       

4. I am having                         and chips for dinner tonight.

Write your own sentence for each of these words.

tlpna   ulsohd  

1.  
 

2. path  
 

plant should

people

prove

poor

steak

Word Flower
Write each high-frequency word from the box on 
one of the flower petals.

cold door every eye

could even everybody fast
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Unscramble these words.

Finish each sentence with a word from the box.

1. It was so                       outside this morning.

2. The cheetah was running very                       .

3. I have invited                in my class to my 
birthday party.

4. Please close the                    behind you on 
the way out.

Write your own sentence for each of these words.

reyev   lucod  

1. eye  
 

2. even  
 

every

cold

fast

everydody

door

could

Word Flower
Write each high-frequency word from the box on 
one of the flower petals.

path plant pretty should

people poor prove steak
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Unscramble these words.

Finish each sentence with a word from the box.

1. Can you please                          me that tomato sauce? 

2. My                        went out to the cinema tonight. 

3. We live next door to                             Fredrickson. 

4. That box is much too heavy for me to                          
by myself.

Write your own sentence for each of these words.  

lnyo   atps  

1. Mrs  
 

2. old  
 

only

pass

parents

Mr

move

past

Word Wall
Write each high-frequency word on the brick wall.

father floor grass half

find gold great hold
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Unscramble these words.

Finish each sentence with a word from the box.

1. My                      works at the bank. 

2. Can you please                      this while I tie up my 
shoelaces? 

3. This packet of chips is only                        full. 

4. We had a picnic on the soft green                      .

Write your own sentence for each of these words.  

tegra   ofrol  

1.  
 

2. gold  
 

great

father

hold

half

grass

floor

Word Wall
Write each high-frequency word on the brick wall.

move Mrs only pass

Mr old parents past 
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Unscramble these words.

Finish each sentence with a word from the box.

1. I will be home in one                     .

2. I have been saving up all of my                        to 
buy a new toy.

3. There are so                      

4. I have already made up my                        . 

Write your own sentence for each of these words.

nidk   somt  

1. improve 
 

2. last  
 

kind

hour

money

many

mind

most

Word Flower
Write each high-frequency word from the box on 
one of the flower petals.

hour kind many money

improve last mind most
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